
Challenge Solution Results

• Gordon Brothers’ lack of operational efficiencies on the 

front-end of their business was having adverse financial and 

growth impacts due to:

• Lack of a centralized customer repository across 

divisions;

• Different siloed and simplistic CRM solutions used by the 

divisions, with no ability for users to understand or share 

common contacts;

• Inconsistent sales processes across Divisions;

• Limited ability to nurture the referral base to identify new 

customers;

• Limited reporting for sales management and executive 

leadership.

• Users were concerned with potentially losing contact 

ownership with a common global CRM.

• Gordon Brothers had a previously failed enterprise 

implementation of Salesforce, and a separate instance used 

by the domestic Retail Division. The firm needed a single 

global system and an implementation partner able to 

understand their business and processes.

• Saasinct audited and analyzed the existing solution and 

then designed a global org using Financial Services Cloud 

(FSC), Marketing Cloud, contact synchronization with 

Outlook, and integrations with multiple systems.

• Common sales processes were developed across divisions 

and built-out on FSC.

• A custom solution was designed to sync Salesforce with 

Outlook in a way that allowed each user to maintain their 

own contact lists, removing the need for a “contact owner”.

• Marketing Cloud Connect was used to integrate with FSC 

and built out using personalized customer journeys and 

email campaign training and support, as well as custom 

lead capture from the web site.

• Integrations with multiple systems were implemented 

including: Intapp (conflict checks & compliance) and a 

custom Oracle ERP appraisals application.

• An emphasis on user adoption was embraced from the 

start, including identifying Champions, rolling out an 

extensive training program, and deploying My Trailhead.

• Saasinct helped Gordon Brothers recruit, interview, and hire 

a full-time Salesforce Administrator to support the platform.

• Australia, Europe and Retail are live with remaining 

divisions going live in Q3 2021.

• Live divisions are using the system for sales and are 

completely managing their sales meetings using Salesforce.

• User adoption in live divisions has been strong – Gordon 

Brothers divisions that rolled out are sharing their platform 

successes with other users, posting positive feedback, and 

encouraging others to use the platform as soon as it’s 

available.

CUSTOMER COMPANY PROFILE

LOCATION: Boston, MA, USA

EMPLOYEES: 325

INDUSTRY: Financial Services (Security & Brokerage)

Solution(s): Financial Services Cloud, Marketing Cloud, 

Outlook Sync

GO LIVE DATE: February 2022

CUSTOMER OVERVIEW

Gordon Brothers is a global advisory, restructuring and investment firm founded in 1903. The firm 

is headquartered in Boston, Massachusetts with over 30 offices across five continents. Gordon 

Brothers customers include lenders, operating executives, advisors and investors, where they 

provide expertise, operation experience and/or capital with services in valuations, dispositions, 

operations and investments.  The company has seven operating divisions; Valuations Group, 

Australia, Brands, Commercial & Industrial (C&I), Europe/International, Real Estate, and Retail.

Gordon Brothers Unifies Division Sales 
Global FSC implementation builds sales operations 

efficiencies and accelerates growth



Additional Detailed Information and Quantitative Results

Optional Commentary and Notes about Details of Deal or Implementation

Notes

● The Outlook sync implemented was unique and critical to the success of user adoption at Gordon Brothers.  A custom solution was designed and implemented to allow each user to 

create their own contact list (using Campaigns) which syncs to their Outlook and removes the need for a Contact owner. Lightning Sync was leveraged for this integration and 

Saasinct is working with the Salesforce product development team to ensure this capability is on the Einstein Activity Capture roadmap.

● User adoption was the biggest risk identified early in the project.  This was addressed programmatically with the following:

● GB selected champions from each division and provided them with access to UAT during development. These stakeholders' feedback was formally collected, prioritized, and 

implemented as appropriate, making the divisions ”feel heard”.

● Training was extensive: 2 one-hour sessions per week; one formal training session and another office hours session with the emphasis on open discussion. The typical program 

for each division has been 4+ weeks of these twice weekly sessions.

● To support user adoption and engagement, GB has been sending regular internal communications to their divisions, building momentum and positive chatter. They created a 

page on their intranet with testimonials from users as they rolled out. Weekly Salesforce tips and tricks are posted on the portal, including screenshots of the activity dashboard 

so that people can see who's logging in, how many contacts are being created, etc. They're also continuing one-on-one training for users that aren’t engaging as desired.

● GB had considered other user training, support, and continuing education tools, but ultimately decided that My Trailhead was the best fit for their needs. One of the big things 

they wanted was in-app walk-throughs to help users navigate and understand the solution. Eventually they will use My Trailhead for continuing education and posting their own 

content for training and skills development.

Quantitative Results if Available

● Quantitative information will be documented as becomes available.



Solution Details

Additional Details

Competitors of Salesforce engaged in sales cycle: Hubspot

Previous technology replaced by Salesforce: Hubspot, Excel, Insightly

Salesforce products deployed: Financial Services Cloud, Marketing Cloud, Lightning Sync for Outlook integration

Customer Business Model (B2B, B2C, or Both) B2B

Salesforce Product features: Lightning Sync, Financial Services Cloud, ARC, Marketing Cloud Connect

If using Service Cloud, list use case (e.g. customer 

support, call center, field service, telesales, etc.)
N/A

Integrations:

Outlook, Intapp (used for conflict checks and compliance), Gordon Brothers' proprietary Appraisals 

Application (AA), an Oracle-based ERP tool that includes CRM, deal management, pipeline, and 

compensation calculation components.

AppExchange Apps/Partners Workato



Screenshots of app or implementation (if applicable)



Screenshots of app or implementation (if applicable)



Screenshots of app or implementation (if applicable)



Screenshots of app or implementation (if applicable)



Screenshots of app or implementation (if applicable)

"We no longer need to provide various iterations of the Capital pipeline. With Salesforce, all deal info and contact details are in one 

platform." – Director, Gordon Brothers Capital

"Easy alignment of newly identified opportunities is possible. We had such a case with a C&I opportunity. Salesforce allowed us to 

identify this early in the process. We added all colleagues to one deal team and are working jointly on this opportunity now." –

Managing Director

"During lock down, the support team was able to prepare deal papers using the deal information already contained in Salesforce, 

saving a lot of phone calls and follow up information. It’s also made the weekly sales calls a lot more streamlined as everyone is 

more prepared and has all the information they need in the one place... Salesforce has greatly improved the consistency and 

accuracy of our pipeline reports, as well as adding more rigor to our weekly sales meeting through new business planning and 

activity reporting." – Director, Execution, Commercial & Industrial

"Having all deals in one place makes my team management more efficient and I have instant overview." – Managing Director, 

Commercial & Industrial

"Salesforce for mobile helps with pipeline reporting if you're on the move and allows data to be updated wherever you are." – Head of 

Australia


